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Name:  ____________________________________________________ 
SIGN IMMEDIATELY, PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE eTCP Exam No. 3 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade 

General Remarks 
This exam is closed books, limited open notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 
not be exchanged during the exam and will be collected with the exam. No computer, calculators or cell phones.  Provide concise answer and to the 
point for maximum credit.  Answers that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: ____ ERR: ____ PTS: ____ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points. 

Question 1 (10pts.) 

In one sentence: explain the difference between Point-to-point and Multiple Access links and protocols: 

 

 

Question 2 (10pts.) 

In two sentences or two simple diagrams:  

explain the difference between Time Division Multiplexing and Frequency Division Multiplexing: 

 

 

 

 

Question 3 (10pts.) 

In one sentence explain: why there is a need for ARP protocol in order for IPv4 to utilize the Link Layer below it. 

 

 

  

Question 4 (10pts.) 

Compare and contrast REPEATERS (hubs) and BRIDGES (switches).  Which TCP/IP layers are processed by each? 
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Question 5 (10pts.) 

Explain what the hidden terminal problem is and how using RTS and CTS attempt to solve it. 

 

 

 

 

Question 6 (10pts.) 

Answer a few questions about encryption algorithms (not used to encrypt email): 

How many different keys are used in the public-private key data exchange:3p 0  1  2  3  4  more 

How many different keys are used in the shared key data exchange: 3p 0  1  2  3  4  more 

How many different keys are used in plain text data exchange: 3p 0  1  2  3  4  more 

RSA is using public-private key scheme 1p no   yes 

Question 7-8-9-10 (40pts.) 

Complete the blanks needed to implement the remote machine filter reset at 2000ms, and transmit repetitively 

the message “2” every 200ms as long as the button is pressed beyond 2000ms.  Those are functions requested 

in the Assignment 4-4. 

global mid_filter         # variable that holds the remote machine ID 

global mid                # variable that holds the local machine ID 

bstate  = button.value() 

timecnt = 0 

while True : 

  if button.value()!=bstate : 

    bstate = button.value() 

    mqttc.publish(b'test ', b'B0 %s %s' % ( mid, str(__________5p) ) ) 

  if button.value()==0 :  # button is released 

    timecnt = 0 

  else: 

 

    ____________________10p 

 

    if ____________________10p : 

      mid_filter = '' 

 

    if ____________________10p : 

      mqttc.publish(b'test ', b'B0 %s %s' % ( mid, str(__________5p) ) ) 

  mqttc.check_msg() 

  utime.sleep_ms(200) 


